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Suppose one wants to compare worst case and average complexities for approx- 
imation of a linear operator. In order to get a fair comparison the complexities 
have to be obtained for the same domain of the linear operator. In previous 
papers, average complexity was studied when the domain was the entire space. 
To avoid trivial results, worst case complexity has been studied for bounded 
domains, and in particular, for balls of finite radius. In this paper we study the 
average complexity for approximation of linear operators whose domain is a ball 
of finite radius q. We prove that the average complexities even for modest q and 
for q = +m are closely related. This and existing results enable us to compare the 
worst case and average complexities for balls of finite radius. We also analyze the 
average complexity for the normalized and relative errors. The paper is illustrated 
by integration of functions of one variable and by approximation of functions of d 
variables which are equipped with a Wiener measure. o 1987 Academic PKSS, 1~. 
INTRODUCTION 
The worst case and average complexities have been analyzed for ap- 
proximation of linear operators in many papers. A recent survey and an 
extensive bibliography may be found in Woiniakowski (1986). 
The worst case setting has been analyzed, in particular, for elements 
belonging to a ball B, of arbitrary radius q, i.e., for elementsffor which 
llfll 5 q, where II.11 t d f s an s or a norm or seminorm. The worst case com- 
plexity is a nondecreasing function of q. For nontrivial problems, it is 
infinity for q = +w. This dictates finite q in the worst case setting. 
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The average setting has been analyzed for Banach spaces equipped 
with Gaussian measures, i.e., for elements belonging to the ball B, with 4 
= +m. See a recent paper of Wasilkowski (1986) and the papers cited 
there. 
Suppose one wishes to compare the complexities of a problem in the 
worst case and average settings. It is then natural to assume that f E B, 
for a finite q in order to make the worst case complexity finite. It is then 
necessary to analyze the average setting over the balls B, instead of the 
whole space B+,. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the average setting over balls B, . 
We assume that the ball B, is equipped with a truncated Gaussian mea- 
sure. To preserve essential properties of Gaussian measures, it is neces- 
sary to assume that q is not too small. Since the tail of a Gaussian measure 
goes to zero exponentially fast, we need only a mild assumption on q. 
It is intuitively obvious that for large q, the average complexity should 
be close to the average complexity for the whole space. We prove it in 
quantative terms even for moderate q. This will be done for approxima- 
tion of linear operators defined on a separable Banach space into a separa- 
ble Hilbert space. We find lower and upper bounds on the average com- 
plexity for the ball B, in terms of the average complexity for the whole 
space. These bounds are quite tight. Under mild assumptions, the average 
complexities for a finite q and q = +m differ by a factor 1 + O(e-42b), 
where b depends only on a Gaussian measure of the Banach space. 
The above results are for an absolute error. We also analyze the aver- 
age complexity for normalized and relative errors. Using the results for 
the balls B, and the results of Wasilkowski (1986), we find lower and 
upper bounds on the average complexity for the normalized and relative 
errors in terms of the average complexity for the absolute error. Under 
suitable assumptions, we prove that the average complexities for the 
absolute, normalized, and relative errors are proportional to each other. 
Tight bounds on the average complexity for the normalized or relative 
error will require a more refined analysis than has been carried out here. 
We outline the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we precisely define 
the average complexity for the balls B, and state the main theorem which 
relates the complexities for finite and infinite q. In Section 3 we analyze 
the minimal average error of algorithms using given information. The 
proof of the main theorem is given in Section 4 and is primarily based on 
estimates of Section 3. Section 5 deals with the comparison between the 
worst case and the average complexities. We consider three problems: 
the integration problem defined on the Banach space of r times continu- 
ously differentiable scalar functions of one variable equipped with the 
classical Wiener measures placed on rth derivatives, the approximation 
problem defined on the Banach space of scalar functions of d variables 
which are ri times continuously differentiable with respect to the ith vari- 
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able and equipped with the classical Wiener measure placed on r;-partial 
derivatives, and a problem defined in Hilbert spaces with polynomial or 
exponential distributions of eigenvalues. The first two problems are ana- 
lyzed using the results of Lee and Wasilkowski (1986), and Papageorgiou 
and Wasilkowski (1986), respectively. The final section deals with nor- 
malized and relative errors. 
2. AVERAGE COMPLEXITY 
Let F be a separable Banach space and let G be a separable Hilbert 
space, both over the real field. Consider a continuous linear operator S, S: 
F + G. We wish to approximate S(f) for allffrom the ball J3, = {f~ F: 
Ilf II 5 41. 
We assume that the ball B, is equipped with a probability measure pq 
defined as follows. Let or. be a Gaussian measure defined on Bore1 sets of 
F with mean zero and a correlation operator C, , C, : F* + F. The defini- 
tion and basic properties of Gaussian measures may be found in Kuo 
(1975) and Vakhania (1981). The probability measure pB is defined as a 
truncation of the Gaussian measure p to the ball B, . That is, for any Bore1 
set A of F, 
(2.1) 
Note that for finite q the measure pq is not Gaussian. However, for large 
4, uq “resembles” p. 
In order to approximate S(f), we need to compute some information 
about J Let A denote a set of continuous linear functionals L for which 
L(f) can be computed for allffrom F. That is, A is a subset of F*. For 
instance, if S(f) is given by the integral of a functionf, A usually consists 
of function and/or derivative evaluations, L(f) = f(‘)(x) for some i and x 
from the domain of 5 For some problems, such as the approximation 
problem S(f) = f, we may assume that an arbitrary functional from F* 
can be computed. Then A = F*. 
As in Wasilkowski (1986) we consider adaptive information N defined 
for arbitrary f as 
Nn = Lb(f), L2u-i Yl), * * * 3 Lcn(f; Yl, - * . 3 Yncn-I)19 (2.2) 
where yi = L,(f) and yi = Li(f; ~1, . . . , yi-1) for i = 2, 3, . . . , n(f). 
Thus, yi denotes the ith information evaluation. Here we assume that for 
fixed y = [yi , ~2, , . .I, the functional 
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Li,y E Li(*, yl) . . . 3 yi-1): F+ 8 (2.3) 
belongs to the class A. 
The number n(f) of information evaluations is determined as follows. 
Let teri: %‘+ (0, 1) be a given Boolean function. Knowing yl , . . . , yi 
we compute teri(yi, . . . , yi) and if it is 1 we terminate the information 
evaluations and set n(f) = i. If not, we select Li+i,, = Li+l(.; yi , . . . , yi) 
from the class A, compute yi+l = Li+l,y(f) and then the process is re- 
peated. The number n(f) is defined as 
n(f) = inf{i : teri(yl, . . . , yi) = 1) (2.4) 
with the convention that inf 0 = +a~. 
The essence of (2.2)-(2.4) is that the choice of the next information 
evaluation as well as their total number depends adaptively on the previ- 
ously computed information aboutf. In what follows we assume that N is 
measurable. 
We compute an approximation to S(f) by combining the information 
N(f). That is, we approximate S(f) by 4(N(f)), where 4: N(B,) + G is 
measurable. The mapping 4 is called an algorithm. The average error of 
the algorithm 4 is defined as 
For a given nonnegative E, we want to find N and 4 such that eavg(& N, 
q) I E and the average cost of computing r#~(N(f)) is minimal. The cost of 
computing r#~(N(f)) is defined as follows. 
Assume that each information evaluation costs c, c > 0, and that we 
can multiply elements from G by scalars, add two elements from G, and 
compare real numbers at unit cost. Usually c S 1. 
In order to compute 4(N(f)) we first compute y = N(f) and then 4(y). 
Let cost(N, f) denote the cost of computing y = N(f) and let cost($, y) 
denote the cost of computing 4(y). Observe that cost(N,f) 2 en(f). The 
average cost of (c#J, N) is defined as 
costavg(4, N, 4 = I,, { cost(N, f) + cost@, N(f))&(&). (2.6) 
By the average (E, q)-complexity we mean the minimal average cost 
needed to approximate S(f) on the average to within E, 
cornpaY&, q) = inf{cosP(+, N, q) : C&N 
such that P’g(+, N, q) 5 E}. 
(2.7) 
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For q = +co we adapt the notation compavg(e) = compavg(E, +w). In this 
case, B, = F and the measure pq = p becomes Gaussian. As mentioned in 
the Introduction the average complexity compavg(e) has been studied be- 
fore in many papers. 
Relations between compavg(&, q) and compavg(E) depend on the measure 
CL(&) of the ball B, . More precisely, they depend on how fast p(B,) goes 
to one as q tends to infinity. For Gaussian measures, p(B,) goes to one 
exponentially fast. Indeed, from Bore11 (1975, 1976) we have 
p(Bq) = 1 = ~-s2n*u+om as q-+ +w, (2.8) 
where 
a* = [2 sup{L(CJ) : L E F*, llLl[ = l}]-‘. (2.9) 
The difference 1 - p(B,) can be also estimated using Fernique’s theorem 
(see, for instance, Araujo and GinC, 1980, p. 141), which states together 
with (2.8) that JF elM12a ,u(df) < +m for any number a such that a < a*. 
Then 
1 - 1-0~) = l,f,,,q Aif) TS e-q2a i,f,,,q elifll*“p(df) 5 e-q20 
I 
(2.10) 
F eIlfllZnp(df). 
Let x = 1 - P(B~). In what follows we assume that q is chosen such that 
I-x-v3i>o. (2.11) 
That is, p(Bq) 2 (a - 3)/2 = 0.8. Due to (2.8) and (2.10) we have 
x 5 (5 - VYl)/2 = 0.2, x 5 e-h I F elifl12up(df), 
x = ,-&‘(I ‘-0(l)), 
(2.12) 
for any a < a*. 
Remark 2.1. We illustrate (2.12) for a separable Hilbert space F. Let 
{pi} be eigenvalues of the correlation operator C, of the Gaussian mea- 
sure F. Then for a < a* = l/(2 max pi), 
I F el~f112ap(df) = fi (1 - 2api)-“‘. i=l 
For u < l/(2 trace(C,)), trace(C,) = Zipi, the above integral is no greater 
than [I - 2a trace(CI”. Thus 
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x E [0, e-+(1 - 2a trace(CJ)-“*I. 
Assume that pi = i-p for some p > 1. Then trace(C,) = 5(p) is Riemann’s 
zeta function at p and c(p) 5 1 + ll(p - 1). For a = (p - 1)/(4p), we get 
x E [O, 14-q2(p-1)‘4q. 
We are ready to state relations between the two average complexities. 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) Let x = 1 - p(Bq) and let q satisfy (2.11). Then 
C l-x-v% 
c+2 l-x 
compa”g cJ/ .9) 5 compavg(a, q) 
5 & compavg(Vi-7 a). 
(2.13) 
(ii) Zf 
compa”g(( 1 + 8)~) = comp”“g(c)(l + O(6)) as 6+ 0 (2.14) 
then 
compa”g(e, q) = compa”g(a)(l + o(e-q’a’2))(1 + O(c-I)) 
for any a < a* as q and c go to infinity. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Section 4 and is based on the 
analysis of Section 3. 
3. AVERAGERADIUS OFINFORMATION 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we study the minimal average error of 
algorithms 4 using adaptive information N given by (2.2). Due to geomet- 
rical interpretations, this minimal average error is called the average ra- 
dius of information, 
ravg(N, q) = inf e(+, N, q). 
4 
(3.1) 
We stress that the infimum in (3.1) is over all measurable mappings 4, 4: 
N(B,) ---, G. 
We find relations between ravg(N, q) and ravg(N) = ravg(N, +m). One 
may hope that both the radii are essentially the same for large q. More 
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precisely, that there exists a function 6: !R+ + %+ , lim,, 6(q) = 0, such 
that for any adaptive information N we have 
P’g(N, q) = (1 + 6(N, q))P”g(N), IW, 411 5 Cd. (3.2) 
We show this for nonadaptive information N, i.e., for N = [L, , L2, . . . , 
Lk] where Li E A, and with 6(q) = d3(1 - p(Bq)) = o(e-q20’2); see 
(2.8)-(2.10). 
For adaptive information, (3.2) is in general false. It can happen that for 
any finite q there exists adaptive information N such that Pg(N, q) = 0 
and r”“g(N) > 0 as illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let F = G and let &‘i be an orthonormal basis of G. Define 
YI = b(f) = (f, 51) and 
yi = am,, = ifEjL\ yj 5 q2, 
otherwise. 
Then N(f) = L(f), L2Jfh . . .I is adaptive. Observe that for llfll I q, 
we can recoverfexactly from N(f). Therefore the algorithm +(N(f)) = 
Sfis well defined and its average error is zero. Thus P’g(N, q) = 0. 
On the other hand, for I(f, {,)I > q, N(f) = (f, 5,). Therefore 
which is positive for bijective S and C,. Thus, (3.2) is false in this case. 
For adaptive information N we relax (3.2) by showing that 
P”g(N, q) 2 (1 - 6(q))r=‘g(N*) (3.3) 
for some information N * whose cardinality is roughly the same as the 
cardinality N and whose structure is much simpler than the structure of 
N. This will be done by applying the results of Wasilkowski (1986). 
By cardinality of adaptive information N we mean the average number 
of information evaluations, 
cardavgW, 4 = IBq n(f)pu,W). (3.4) 
As before, we denote cardavg(N, +m) by card”“g(N). 
The function 6(q) in (3.3) will be given in terms of x = 1 - p(Bq) and we 
shall have 6(q) = o(e-q2a’2). 
In order to define information N * in (3.3) we proceed as in Wasilkowski 
(1986). For a vector y E N(B,) fl !JP, define 
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The information NY is nonadaptive of cardinality k and is derived from 
adaptive information N by fixing the values of y. Let P’g(N,) denote its 
average radius. Let 
t-k = inf J-(Ny) (3.6) 
yEN(B,)ns” 
with the convention that rk = 0 if N(J3,) fl !Rk = 0. Without loss of 
generality we assume that there exists a vector yk such that for Nk = NYk 
We have rk = ravg(Nk). 
We are ready to state relations between Fg(N, q), Fg(N), and 
Fg(N*). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x = 1 - &I$,) with q satisfying (2.11). 
(i) Let N be nonadaptive. Then 
Fg(N, q) 2 Fg(N)m, 
ravg(N, q) = (1 + 6(N, q))Fg(N), 16(N, q)( 5 V%. 
(ii) Let N be adaptive with n(f) = k. Then 
ravg(N, q) 2 ravg Nk) ( VGZ. 
(iii) Let N be arbitrary adaptive. Then there exists information N* 
such that 
ravg(N, q) 2 r”‘g(N> 
cardavg(N, q) 2 cardavg(N*) 
l-*-V% 
l-x ’ 
Information N* consists of two nonadaptive information 
N*(f) = Nk,(f) 
if Ll(f) E A, 
Nk,(f) otherwise, 
for some indices kl and k2, and a Bore1 set A of %. 
Proof. Let N be adaptive information given by (2.2). Without loss of 
generality we can normalize Li,y such that Li,y (C,Lj,y) = 6ij, C, being a 
covariance operator of Gaussian measure p. As in Lee and Wasilkowski 
(1986) decompose p as follows. Let pl = wN-’ and let /~z(*ly) be a condi- 
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tional probability measure such that ~~(N-~(y)(y) = 1 and p(B) = IN(r) 
p#IIy)pr(dy) for any Bore1 set of F1. 
Lety= bl,y2,. . . , yn] E N(F). Then p2(*/y) is Gaussian with mean 
u(Y) = Et1 YiCpL,y and correlation operator C, = C, - Cf=, 
Li,y C&L(*) C&i,, * 
Let v(*ly) = CL&-* *ly). Th en v(*ly) is Gaussian on the separable Hilbert 
space G with mean Sa(y) and correlation operator C,,,(L) = SC,(LS) VL 
E G*. The operator C,,, is self-adjoint, nonnegative definite, and has a 
finite trace. Let hi = Xi(y), <i = [i(y) be its orthonormal eigenpairs, C,,[i 
= Xi[iy A* 2 A2 2 . * * 2 0, and Zihi < +a. 
Let 4 be an arbitrary algorithm using N with a finite average error. 
Since [ISf - +(N(f))112 = Ei(Sf - $(N(f)), [i(N(f)))2, its average error 
can be expressed as 
u ’ ~(Bq)e(6, NY 412 = JN,,, 1, z (sf - $‘(Y), G(Y>)2 
1 
x (1 - w 4))P2w-lYhwh 
(3.7) 
where b(f, q) = 1 for [If/l > q and b(f, q) = 0 otherwise. For A; = A;(y) > 0, 
define Ti = q;(y) = (l/G) & and 
gi(Y) = IF (sf - 4(Y), Vi)2W3 4)PZ(@JY). 
Note that 
O 5 gi(Y) 5 I, (ST - 4(Y), ?li)2P2(81Y) 
= I G (g - 4(Y), rli)2v(dglY) = & I, (t - (4(Y), qi)12 (3.8) 
x e-(r-(s”Y).r)i))‘/2dt = 1 + (SW(Y) - O(y), qi)2 = 1 + & 
where ei = ei(y) = (SC(Y) - 4(y), qi). Furthermore 
= (3 + 6e: + e?)(l - &Qly)). 
We now rewrite (3.7) as 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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The series in (3.10) is convergent since it is no greater than Zihi(y) + 
IIWY) - f#4~>)Il*. Let 
ZUY)gi(Y) 
h(y) = Cihi(y)(l + f?‘(y))’ 
Then (3.8) yields that h(y) E [O, I] and (3.9) yields that 
gi(Y) 
‘(‘) s ‘yp 1 + e’(y) s ‘Ef 
d3 + 6t + t* 
1+t (1 - P*u3,lYN”* 
= a1 - p*(B,ly))“*. 
(3.11) 
From this we conclude that 
= 4 - I,,,, (3.12) 
= ti(1 - /A(&#‘* = VS. 
Finally we rewrite (3.10) as 
U= I 2 N(F) i Ai( + eZtyNt1 - MY))Pi(dY) 
(3.13) 
1 
i c N(F) i MY)(l - NY))Pl(dY)- 
We consider three cases as indicated in Theorem 3.1. 
(i) Nonadaptive information. For nonadaptive information the cor- 
relation operator C,,, does not depend on y. Therefore hi(y) = Xi, Vy. It is 
known (see, fqr instance, Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986) that 
r”“(N) = C Ai. Ji 
(It also follows from (3.13) with q = +a. Then gi = h = 0 and (3.13) is 
minimized for ei = 0, i.e., for #J(Y) = Sq(y).) 
From (3.13) and (3.12) we have 
eavg(+, N, q) 2 & _ ’ ravgtN) (1 - I,,,, h(~h(dy))"~ 
2 r”‘g(N)(l - X’%)“*, 
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This holds for any 4 and therefore P’g(N, q) 2 r aQ(N)Vl - m. 
On the other hand, P”g(N, q) s (l/m) Pg(N), which with the pre- 
vious estimate leads to 
ravqiv, q) = (1 + 6(N, q))P”g(N), 
as claimed. 
(ii) Adaptive information with n(f) = k. For nonadaptive informa- 
tion NY given by (3.5) we have ravg(Ny) = m. Then (3.6) yields 
am- > rk = ravg(Nk). Applying this to (3.13) we have 
e($J, N, q) 2 fi 2 ravg(Nk)(l - k&)l’*. 
This implies (ii) of Theorem 3.1. 
(iii) Adaptive information with varying n(f). Let Ak = N(B,) fl Sk. 
Then 
1 
cardavg(iV, q) = - I /-@J 4 
n(f)ru(df) = j+ 2 kw(Ak). 
and %Ipr(Ak) = CL(&). We rewrite (3.13) using (3.6) as 
2 g f-z IA, (1 - h(y))w(&) = c r$k, 
k=l k=l 
where Pk = /Q(Ac) - ~~~ h(y)p,(dy). Obviously, Pk 2 0 and p = x;=,pk = 
CL@,) - .~N(B,,) h(y)pl(dy) 2 1 - x - V% > 0 due to (2.11). Let ak = @k/p. 
Then & ak = 1 and 
c k 4 5 $ c &I(&) 5 1 _ ‘,lxfi cardavg(N, q) =: b. 
k k 
From this we conclude that 
(1 - X)ravg(N, q)* 2 p inf (2 &k : ak 2 0, T ak = 1, T kak 2 b). 
The above minimization problem was studied recently by Wasilkowski 
(1986). He proved that there exist a Bore1 set A of % and two indices kl 
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and k2 such that the infimum is attained by the square of the average 
radius of information N* such that 
cardavg(N *) I 1 _ ‘, 1 xm cardavgWI 4) 
and N*(f) = Nk,(f) if Lr(f) E A and N*(f) = Nk*(f) otherwise. Thus 
Fg(N, q) 2 r=“g(N*) =r j/q P’g(N*), 
as claimed. 
4. PROOFOFTHEOREM 2.1 
Without loss of generality we can assume that the infimum in (2.7) is 
attained for a pair (4, N). Thus cosP($, N, q) = compavg(e, q) and 
P’g($, N, q) I E. From (2.6) we have 
compa”g(e, q) 2 Is, cost(N,f)&V) 2 c IBq n(f)~&if) = c cardavgW, 9). 
Obviously, P”g(N, q) 5 E. Theorem 3.l(iii) yields that 
l-x 
r=“g(N*) 5 E 
cardavg(N *) 5 1 _ ‘,-X6 cardavgW, 4) 
l-x 
I 
c(1 -x-V%> 
compaY.5, 
Information N* is of the form given in Theorem 3.l(iii). It is known that 
the algorithm 4*(N*(f)) = Scr(N*(f)) has the average error equal to 
P’g(N*), is piecewise linear, and can be computed at average cost equal 
to 
(c + 2)cardYN*) 5 F 1 _ ‘,-“& compavg(&, q). 
Since thepair(+*, N *) solves theproblemfor~l = E V(1 --x)/(1 -x-%5), 
we have 
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c+2 
comp(st) 5 - 
1-X 
c l-x-v% 
compaVg(s, 4). 
as claimed in the left-hand side of (2.13). 
To prove the right-hand side of (2.13), take a pair (4, N) for which 
eavg(+, N) 5 EC x an cosV’(+, N) = compavg(EG). Then d 
c?qf$, N, q) 5 & e-y+, N) 5 E. 
Thus 
I 
compaQ(s, q) 5 l-x 
1 
COSta”q~, iv) = 1 _ x compavg(s~), 
as claimed. This proves (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
The estimate (ii) of Theorem 2.1 easily follows from (2.13) and the fact 
that x = O(e-42a). This completes the proof. n 
5. COMPARISON BETWEEN WORST CASE AND AVERAGE COMPLEXITIES 
The worst case complexity compavg(s, q) is defined analogously as the 
average complexity with the only difference that the integrals in the defi- 
nitions (2.5) and (2.6) of error and cost are replaced by the supremum over 
the ball B,. Clearly, compavs(s, q) i compWor(e, q). 
In this section we compare the worst case and average complexities for 
three problems. 
5.1 Integration 
Define the Banach space F as the class of real functions8 [0, 11 + ‘8 for 
whichf(0) = f’(0) = * * * = f(“)(O) = 0 andf(d is continuous. The space F 
is equipped with the norm ]]f]j = max05,Sr]f(r)(t)l and with the Wiener 
measure placed on rth derivatives. That is, p(A) = w(PA), where D’f = 
f@) and w is the classical Wiener measure. 
Let G = 8 and let Sf = J&f(t)& be the integral off. Assume that only 
function and derivative values can be computed, each of them at cost c. 
That is, L E A iff L(f) = f(j)(x) for some x E [0, l] and j 5 r. 
The worst case of this problem has been studied in many papers; see, 
for instance, Traub and Wotniakowski (1980) and papers cited therein. 
For r = 0, we have 
compWO’(s, q) = 
i 
0’” if& < q, if.5 2 q. 
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Forrr l.wehave 
compWor(E, q) = 0 (c (f)“‘). 
We now turn to the average case, which was studied recently by Lee 
and Wasilkowski (1986) for q = +m. They proved that 
compavg(s) = @ (c (~)““+“). 
From Theorem 2.1 we conclude that for large q, 
compa”g(&, q) = 0 (c(~)‘“‘“). 
For r = 0 and E less than q, the ratio of the worst case and average case 
complexity is infinity. The mere continuity of the functions is not enough 
to solve the problem in the worst cae. The average case can be done with 
the complexity proportional to c&-t due to the extra smoothness of the 
functions given by the Wiener measure. 
For r I 1, we get from (5.2) and (5.3), 
comPWo’(~~ 4) = @(ql/‘E l/r(r+ 1)) 
comp”“g(e, q) (5.4) 
This ratio goes to infinity as 8 + 0 or q * +w. For example, consider 
fixed q and r = 1. Then the ratio of the two complexities is proportional to 
m. That is, the worst case is O(V%) times harder than the average 
one. 
5.2. Approximation 
As in Papageorgiou and Wasilkowski (1986), consider the approxima- 
tion problem defined as follows. Letf: D = [0, lld + % be a function of d 
variables. Byfl il&-rid) we mean ij times differentiation offwith respect to 
the j variable, j = 1,2, . . . , d. Define the Banach space F as the class of 
functionsffor whichf(‘lJ2-- rd) is continuous and for whichf(il,i2,..,rid)(t) = 
0, v ij = 0, 1, . . . ) rj and any t with at least one zero component. The 
space F is equipped with the norm llfll = max,,olf(ri,...,rd)(t)l and with the 
Wiener measure placed on (rl , r2, . . . , rd) partial derivatives. That is, 
p(A) = w(Drl -rdA) with DTl--Jdf = f(‘l ,-.JJ and with the classical Wiener 
measure w. 
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Let G = L*(D) and let Sf = fbe the embedding operator. Assume that A 
= F*, i.e., an arbitrary continuous linear functional can be computed at 
cost c. 
Papageorgiou and Wasilkowski (1986) obtained the worst case com- 
plexity and the average complexity for q = +m. Let rmin = min{rj: 1 ‘j 5 
d} and let kd be the number of rj equal to rmin. 
If rmin = 0 then compWor(&, q) = +m for small E. For rmin B 1, we have 
compWor(e, q) = 0 (c (~)“‘m’n(]n z)““-‘1. (5.5) 
For the average case, 
From Theorem 2.1 we conclude that for large q, compavg(&, q) = 
compavg(&) and therefore 
For r,i,, = 0 and small E, the ratio of the worst case and average 
complexities is infinity. As for the integration problem, the mere continu- 
ity of the functions in one of the directions makes it impossible to solve 
the approximation problem in the worst case. The approximation problem 
can be solved in the average case with complexity proportional to 
cs-2(ln(llE)2(kd-1). 
For rmin > 0, we get from (5.5) and (5.6) for fixed q and small E 
compWO’(e , q) 1 l~rln1.(2r,ll,,+ 1) 1 -uw- l)K2r,,,+ I)
compavg(&, q) = ’ E * ((-1 ( 1 In ; 1. (5.7) 
The ratio goes to infinity as E + 0. For example, consider rti,, = kd = 1. 
Then the ratio is proportional to (l/e) ‘13. That is, the worst case is O((l/~)i’~ 
times harder than the average one. 
5.3 Hilbert Space 
In this subsection we assume that F is a separable Hilbert space. We 
also assume that K = S *S: F-, F is a compact operator. Let A = F*, i.e., 
one can compute inner products (f, h) for arbitrary elements h, each at 
cost c. 
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Let (ri, qi) be eigenpairs of the operator K, Kqi = yiqi, where yi 2 y2 2 
. . * 2 0 and (vi, 0 = 6ij. In order to solve the problem in the worst case, 
one has to compute mwor(e, q) inner products, 
mwor(e, q) = min II : yn+l I ; l &2 01 . (5.8) 
The worse case complexity is then bounded by 
cmWor(~, q) I compWor(e, q) 5 (c + 2)mWo’(~, 9) - 1. (5.9) 
For large c, compWor(E, q) = CVP’~‘(E, q). See Traub and Woiniakowski 
(1980, Chap. 5). 
The average case complexity for q = +a was found by Wasilkowski 
(1986). It depends strictly on the eigenvalues of the correlation operator 
C, of the Gaussian measure v = @I, which is given by C, = SC,S*. Let 
(Ai, [i) be its eigenpairs, C,& = Ai& 7 where hi 2 X2 2 . * * z 0, and ([i, &) 
= 6i,j. Of course, Xi hi < +m. In order to solve the average case problem, 
one has to compute &“g(a) inner products, 
(5.10) 
The average complexity is then bounded by 
C+%(E) 5 compavg(&) 5 (C + 2)mavg(&) - 1. (5.11) 
For large c, compavg(&) = cmavg(&). 
In general, there is no relation between the worst case and average 
complexities since the eigenvalues {ri} need not be related to the eigen- 
values {hi}. 
To relate the two complexities, assume that the covariance operator C, 
has the same eigenelements as the operator K and that the corresponding 
eigenvalues are properly ordered, i.e., 
(5.12) 
This assumption means that the directions of large eigenvalues of K corre- 
spond to large weights of the Gaussian measure p. 
From (5.12) we conclude that the nonzero eigenvalues of C, are given 
by hi = yipi. Indeed, C,[i = Ai[i implies that CrKCz2zi = AiZi with zi = 
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CE/2S*& # 0. The operator CyKCy has eigenvalues yipi and therefore 
Xi = yipi as claimed. Using this, we have 
Mvg(&) = min i ?Z: C yipi 5 E2 I . (5.13) i=n+l 
We consider two cases of eigenvalues (7;) and {pi}. 
(i) Polynomial case. Assume that yi = i-” for u > 0 and pi = i-” for 
u > 1. Then (5.9) yields for large c, 
4 2iu compWor(E, q) = c ; 0 . 
From (5.10) with hi = i-(“+u) and from Theorem 2.1 we conclude that for 
large c and q, and small E, 
compW3(q q) 21 c(u + u - l)-l/(U+U-l)E-2/(U+U-1). 
Thus, 
compWor(.5, q) 1 Z(u-l)lu(u+u-1) 
compaVg(8, q) 
2 q2/u(u + 0 - 1)1/W-1) E 
0 (5.14) 
The ratio goes to infinity as e + 0. The speed of convergence depends on 
the magnitudes of u - 1 and u. For u close to one or for large u, the ratio 
goes to infinity slowly. 
(ii) Exponential case. Assume that yi = pi and pi = pi, where pr , p2 E 
(0, 1). Then for large c and q, and small E 
ln(ql&)2 
compWY4 = c ln(llp,)~ 
and due to Theorem 2.1, 
compaVg(&, q) = c 
ln(l/c2) + ln(l/(l - p1p2)) 
Wh p2) ’ 
Thus, 
compW% 4) ~ 1 + lnWp2) 
compavg(&, q) Mlh) ’ 
Hence, the worst case is roughly 1 + In p#n p1 times harder than the 
average one. 
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6. NORMALIZEDANDRELATIVE ERRORS 
In this section we indicate briefly how Theorem 2.1 can be used to find 
bounds on the average complexity for normalized and relative errors. 
We first deal with the normalized error, where the distance between the 
element 5” and the value of the algorithm +(N(f)) is defined by (IS’ - 
4<Nf>)lldlfll. Th e average normalized error is then defined as 
(6.1) 
Let compnor(s) denote the average complexity for the normalized error 
defined as in (2.7) with ea”g(& N, q) replaced by enor(+, N). 
As in Section 2, let x = 1 - p(BJ with q satisfying (2.1 l), and let c 
denote the cost of one information evaluation. 
THEOREM 6.1. (i) Lower Bound: 
compnor(e) 2 &Cl - x - V3i) compavg 
iv 
w 
1-x-a i- 
(ii) Upper Bound: Assume that dim C,(F*) 2 3. Let p E (1, t dim 
C,(F*)). Then 
c-t2 
comp”Or(E) 5 c inf max 
OSEl i 
1 
- 
1-t 
compaVg Z ( 1 
CP 
, compaVg ( 11 ffi 7 
where c, = (SF I(f(l-2P~(df))1’2p(1/~ JB JtJ2pi@-‘) e-r2’2dt)~-1)‘2p is finite. 
(iii) If comp@‘g(b&) = @(comp”Q(s)) for all positive b as E goes to 
zero, then 
compnor(e) = O(compa”g(s)). 
Proof. (i) Take a pair (4, N) such that enor(4, N) 5 E and cosPg(+, 
N) = compnor(c). Observe that for any positive q, 
= q-2(1 - X)@yc#J, N, qy. 
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This proves that P’+(N, q) I qsl-. Furthermore, cosP’g(+, N, q) 5 
(l/(1 - x))cosP’g(+, N) = (l/(1 - x))compnor(~). Thus, thepair(+, N)solves 
the problem for the ball B, with ~1 = qe/G. Therefore, 
comp”g(el , q) 5 & comp”Or(E). 
Applying (2.13) of Theorem 2.1, we get (i). 
(ii) In order to prove the upper bound we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Letp > 0. Zfdim C,(F*) > 2p then J~llfll-~pp(df) isjinite. 
Proof. Take a finite k such that k I dim C,(F*) and k > 2p. Then 
there exist LI , L2, . . . , Lk from F* such that Li(CpLj) = &j, i, j = 1, 2, 
. . . ) k. Define @= IS:=, Li(f)CpLi* Then llfll 2 IlQfjl/llQll and 
U= I, Ilf Il-2p/4df) 5 I, (&)-2p,(dfl = llQ112p I, ll~ll-~~Ud4, 
where X = span(C,L, , . . . , C,Lk) and A = PQ-’ is Gaussian withmean 
zero and the identity correlation operator. Since X is finite dimensi6nal,l(j1 
for x E X is equivalent to the second norm, i.e., there exists a positive con- 
stant b such that IIZfclxiCpLill 2 bm = bll~ll2. Thus 
1, II~I(-~ph(dx) 5 (27~-“2b-~p Ixk Iltll;2pe-ll~l~i2 dt 
5 (.&qk’2&2P I ,,t,,2c, Ik2p dt + b-2p. 
The last integral u = Jll,hcl lltll-2~ dt is finite iff k > 2p (see Gradshteyn and 
Ryzhik, 1965, 4.642). For k > 2p, u = 2V’&(T(k/2)(k - 2~)). w 
LEMMA 6.2. Let dim C,(F*) 2 3 and p E (1, f dim C,(F*)). For 
nonadaptive information N and the p-spline algorithm 9, 4(N(f)) = 
Scr(N(f)), we have 
enor($, N) 5 cpravg(N) 
with c, given in (ii) of Theorem 6.1. 
Proof. We use the notation of Section 3. We have 
enor(4, W2 = T/F 
(sf - +(N(f)), 5i(N(f)))2 p(df) 
Ilf II2 
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as claimed. H 
We are now ready to prove (ii) of Theorem 6.1. Take information N for 
which c card”‘g(N) I compavg(s) and r”“g(N) 5 a. From Theorem 4.1 of 
Wasilkowski (1986), there exists permissible information N” such taht 
card”‘g(N*) I card”g(N), P’g(N*) d Pg(N) and N* has the form 
if h(f) E A, 
otherwise, 
where Nr and N2 are both nonadaptive, Lr is the first functional of N, and 
N2, and the set A from % has measure t. Let ij be the cardinality of Nj. Then 
ir % cardavg(N*) 5 i2 and it t + i2(1 - t) = cardavg(N*). Let ri be the average 
radius of Ni. Then r2 5 P’g(N*) 5 rl and gtr: + (t - t)rz = P’g(N*). As- 
sume for a moment that t > 0. 
Now take nonadaptive information N1. Its average radius is no greater 
than P’g(N*)/fi. Apply Lemma 6.2 for information N1. (Note that c, is 
finite due to Lemma 6.1.) Let $q denote the p-spline algorithm using Nr . 
Then 
e”“Q,, N,) 5 c,dfi. 
Thus the pair (41, Nr) solves the problem for q = scplV? with the 
average cost (c + 2)ir - 1 I (c + 2) card”“g(N*) 5 ((c + 2)/c) compavg(a). 
Therefore 
c+2 
compnor(sI) 5 c compaVg El V? . t 1 CD 
(6.2) 
Observe that (6.2) is trivially true for t = 0. 
Assume now that t < 1. Consider nonadaptive information N2. Since r2 
I P”g(N*), Lemma 6.2 yields for the p-spline algorithm $2 using N2, 
enor(~2, N2) 5 cpc. 
The pair ($I~, N2) solves the problem for c2 = cP& with the average cost 
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c+2 1 
(C + 2)iz - 1 i (C + 2) carda’g(N*)/(l - t) I c 1-t compavg(&). 
Therefore 
c+2 I 
compnor(EZ) 5 c - l-t compaVg r . i 1 CP 
(6.3) 
Note that (6.3) holds trivially for r = 1. 
We establish (6.2) and (6.3) for arbitrary E. Therefore (6.2) holds for any 
~1 and (6.3) for any s2. From this we conclude that 
c+2 . 
comp"Ye) 5 c wg mm 
I 
& compaVg z , comp”Q i 1 CP ( 11 
Ed7 
c+2 
= - in:, max 
C 1 
I E 
l-t compavg G , ( 1 compaVg z VT ( 11 CP ’ 
as claimed. 
(iii) This follows easily from (i) and (ii). n 
We now turn to the relative error, where the distance between Sfand 
+(N(f)) is defined by IlSf - +(N(f>>llllj~fll. The average relative error is 
then defined as 
(6.4) 
Let compret(e) denote the average complexity for the relative error 
defined as in (2.7) with eavg(4, N, 4) replaced by ere’(+, N). 
We use the same notation as in Theorem 6.1. Recall that v = pS-r is a 
Gaussian measure on the Hilbert space G with mean zero and correlation 
operator C, . 
THEOREM 6.2. (i) Lower bound: 
comprel(&) 2 &1 - 4laI x - Ahi> compaVg - (VT) x * 
(ii) Upper bound: Assume that dim C,(G) 2 3. Let p E (1, 4 dim 
C,(G)). Then 
c+2 
comprel(&) 5 c * ,;y$, max I 
1 
l-t comPg t , ( ) compaVg ( )I -pi, P 
where dp = (JG llgll-2pv(dg))“2p(1/~ J% \t12p’(p-‘) e-f*‘2(dt))(p-1)‘2p is finite. 
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(iii) If cornpa”% = @(compavg(.5)) for all positive b as E goes to 
zero, then 
cornpreYs) = @(compa”g(E)). 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
To get (i) it is enough to note that l/S’JJ-* 2 ll~IJ-*l1f(l-*. To get (ii), it is 
enough to note that Lemma 6.2 holds for the relative error with c, re- 
placed by dp . The number dp is finite due to Lemma 6.1. n 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 relate the average complexity for the normalized 
or relative error to the average complexity for the absolute error. The 
bounds obtained permit us to find only lower and upper estimates on 
compnor(s) and comprel(s). These estimates, in general, need not to be 
sharp. Tight bounds on compnor(e) and comprel(s) will require a more 
refined analysis than has been carried out here. 
We now comment on the assumptions dim C,(F*) 2 3 and dim C,(G) 2 
3 in (ii) of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. The assumption dim C,(F*) 2 3 states 
that the Gaussian measure p is concentrated on a subspace of dimension 
at least three. If F is a Hilbert space, this means that C, has at least three 
nonzero eigenvalues. 
It seems to us that with a proper definition of the space F, we should 
always consider only such Gaussian measures for which dim C,(F*) = 
dim F and therefore for all interesting problems, dim C,(F*) is large or 
infinite. Therefore, dim C,(F*) 2 3 is not restrictive. 
We now discuss the assumption dim C,(G) 2 3. This assumption has a 
different flavor than the previous one. Even if one considers F and a 
Gaussian measure p for which dim C,(F*) = +m, it can happen that dim 
C,(G) I 2. Indeed, if S is a continuous linear functional or a two-dimen- 
sional operator then its range G is at most of dimension 2 and dim C,(G) I 
2. As in Jackowski and Woiniakowski (1986), it is easy to prove that dim 
C,(G) 5 2 implies comprel(e) = +w for E < 1. 
The assumption dim C,(G) 2 3 means that we consider the operator S 
with at least three-dimensional range and with a nongenerate Gaussian 
measure on that range. 
We illustrate Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 by the four examples of Section 5. 
Integration. Consider the integration problem of Section 5.1. Since 
the assumption of (iii) holds, and dim C,(F*) = +m, dim C,(G) = 1, we 
have 
compnor(e) = 0 (c (b) l’@+“) 
comprel(e) = +m, & < 1. 
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Approximation. Consider the approximation problem of Section 5.2. 
The assumption of (iii) holds and dim C,(F*) = dim C,(G) = +m. Hence 
Hilbert Case with Polynomial Distribution. Consider the Hilbert case 
problem of Section 5.3 with a polynomial distribution of eigenvalues. 
Then (iii) holds, and C,(F*) and C,(G) are infinite dimensional. Hence 
compnor(E) = @(comprel(E)) = @(CE-2K~+~-l))~ 
Hilbert Case with Exponential Distribution. Consider the previous 
problem with an exponential distribution of eigenvalues. Then (iii) holds 
in a stronger form, 
compavg(bs) = comp”“g(E)(l + o(l)) 
as E --, 0 and c --, +m. Therefore for small E and large c we have 
compnOr(E) = comprel(&) z c 
ln(l/E2) 
Wh ~2) * 
In this particular case, we have almost exactly obtained the average com- 
plexity compnor(E) and comprel(s). 
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